Customer Experience

MOVE FORWARD

T2 Customer Experience
WELCOME TO THE FAMILY
Parking, mobility, and transportation are about people. People getting from point A to point B; products being transported by people;
services being delivered by people. So for T2, selling you a solution
is just the beginning of a long-term relationship with you at the
heart of our family.
What starts with a sale often grows from a business relationship into a trusted network of
friends and family. Working together, we help each other solve problems and capitalize on
opportunities. That’s the T2 Community.
Our community of professionals is here to care for you and your business after the sale.
This ensures that when you join T2 you feel like part of the family. That includes access to
the knowledge and expertise of bothT2 professionals and fellow T2 customers, input into
the T2 solution roadmap, and quick responses to help resolve your issues.
The T2 team possesses the greatest depth and breadth of experience in the industry and
is passionate about developing and nurturing relationships with our customers. And our
community of over 7,500 parking professionals representing 1,600+ customers is always
willing to lend a hand. Welcome to the family.
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T2 Customer Experience
A SMOOTH JOURNEY
What can you expect after you have a T2 solution installed and implemented by our Professional Services team? A whole new world.
One where you are a click away from your peers and a call or email away
from T2 experts, many of whom worked in the industry for years. All of
whom have walked in your shoes and understand from firsthand experience the urgency you feel when something breaks, the challenge of working with limited resources, and the satisfaction of the occasional “thank
you” or “job well done.”

The T2 Customer Experience teams exist to help you excel at your job, improve your operation, and accomplish
your business goals.
It is a network of people, processes, and programs built over a quarter
century to help you achieve sustainable excellence. Because our business
thrives when your business excels.
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Sales & Onboarding
PEOPLE + PROCESS = PROVEN RESULTS
From your initial discussions with our Sales team, to
the planning and implementation process, to your
Go-Live and beyond, we walk with you every step of
the way to ensure a smooth transition into the T2
Community.

Once you have made the decision to join T2, our Professional Services
group will work with you to define, design, and implement your solutions. T2 Sales Engineers, Project Managers, and Business Analysts
utilize a proven implementation methodology that has enabled T2 to
deliver hundreds of complex parking solution projects on time and
within budget.

Our Sales Representatives are highly knowledgeable on T2’s solutions,
and many of them have worked in the parking industry for years. With
this expertise, they can identify your pain points and find the right solutions to fit your needs and solve your problems.

Upon reaching your Go-Live we will provide you with a comprehensive
onboarding process, which includes:

“The people that T2 has are well trained,
easy to work with, reachable, and flexible.
I enjoyed talking to every single one of
them, and I knew that they were working
for us.”
– Brown University

•

An introduction to your Account Manager or Inside Sales Representative, who will be your dedicated contact at T2

•

A call with the Support Manager(s) to introduce you to the Support
team and explain how to contact them

•

Access to T2U, an online portal with hundreds of educational
courses on T2 solutions

•

An introduction to the T2 Customer Community, a collaborative
online resource for T2 customers and staff

•

A personal note from T2 CEO, Adam Blake
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Account Management
HERE TO SERVE YOU
When you join the T2 Community, you receive a dedicated contact who will be available to help you find
the best solutions for your operation and assist with
all your T2 needs.
T2 Permits & Enforcement and PARCS customers are assigned an
Account Manager. These professionals average over 8 years on the T2
team, and combined they have decades of experience managing and
leading parking operations, so they know where you have been.
We also have an Inside Sales team that works with customers who have
T2 Pay Stations. Our Inside Sales Representatives are experts on our
Pay Station solution and take pride in providing you with high quality
account management services, quotes, demos, and information.
These Customer Success resources are focused on nurturing a longterm relationship. They check in regularly as your primary point of
contact, serving as a bridge between your operation and T2 – whether
it’s getting the right resources engaged at the right time to mitigate
issues, helping you enhance your solutions through training or services,
or expanding your relationship with T2.

Your Account Manager or Inside Sales Representative will support you
in the following ways:
•

Provide you with exceptional customer service

•

Address your account concerns, questions, and escalations

•

Guide you through all T2 solutions

•

Help provide quotes for services, software, hardware, and parts

•

Relay clarifying information on quotes and integrations

•

Engage with Project Management for training requests and needs

•

Partner with the Regional Sales group to serve your needs

“In the T2 family, you’ve got a lot of people to
go to. It’s different. It’s progressive and it’s
proactive, not reactive.”
– University of North Texas
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Support
AROUND-THE-CLOCK ASSISTANCE
The T2 Support team provides you with 24/7/365 access to T2 Flex, PARCS, and Pay Stations experts who
are passionate about helping you solve problems.
Our hardworking team triages incoming support requests, creates cas
es, and troubleshoots to determine a root cause. Your representative
will work with you and follow up with you until we get a satisfactory
resolution to your issue.
T2 offers three easy ways to contact support:
•

By telephone

•

By email

•

Online via the T2 Customer Community

We also offer a wide variety of self-help resources that can be accessed
via our online Customer Community, including an online Knowledge
Base, release notes, installation guides, tips and tricks, and software
downloads, in addition to help centers built into our major applications.
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Training & Education
IMPROVE YOUR OPERATION
If you experience turnover in your organization, need a
refresher on the intricacies of T2 software, or have specific ideas about how to optimize your T2 solutions, T2
Training resources are available to help.
From free online tutorials and documentation to paid hands-on training
both online and in-person, T2 is here to help you better understand your
solutions and improve your operation. Our T2U portal contains hundreds
of courses covering all of T2’s solutions, and is updated regularly with content on new releases, functionality, and solutions.

T2U features hundreds of educational courses on T2 solutions.

We also offer periodic paid training and certification opportunities. These
live, instructor-led sessions can be specific to your organization and processes, allow you to explore T2 solutions that may work for your organization, and provide your whole team with the opportunity to ask questions
and participate.
Additionally, T2 hosts dozens of free webinars throughout the year covering a wide variety of topics, from deep dives into T2 Flex® and Iris™ software to thought leadership presentations on things like the importance of
data and curbside management.
Take advantage of instructor-led training opportunities online,
in-person, and at our annual Connect user conference.
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T2 Customer Community
BETTER TOGETHER
When we reference the T2 Community, it is both the
familial relationships that bond us together toward a
shared purpose and common goals, and actual living,
breathing online and in-person experiences.
The online experience – the T2 Customer Community – is a source for collaboration to help define and develop next generation functionality across
our solution portfolio and share peer-to-peer best practices. More than
7,500 individual members are active in our online Customer Community.
On the T2 Customer Community, you can:
•

Easily find solutions, ask questions, and collaborate with your parking
colleagues

•

Submit a case to T2’s Support team and track the status

•

Join groups to discuss solutions, solve problems, and collaborate with
peers in your industry or region

•

Submit ideas to the T2 Product team or vote for others’ ideas

•

Stay informed on the latest T2 solution updates

•

Earn points for engaging with the Community and redeem them for
rewards like T2 swag or a registration to our annual Connect user
conference

“The T2 Community lets me talk to my
peers and find out how they’re handling
the same kind of problems. And it is a
community. You get to know these people,
you get to be friends with them, you get to
be concerned about their problems, and
they take a little concern in yours as well.”
– Western Kentucky University
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T2 Customer Community
T2 also offers opportunities to collaborate in person. Our annual Connect Conference, Executive
Forum, regional ReConnects, and a Customer Advisory Board all serve to give a voice to our customers to ensure we understand your needs and exceed your expectations.

ANNUA L EVEN T S

Connect is the parking industry’s largest and longest-running customer conference.
Each year Connect brings
together hundreds of parking professionals from T2’s
customer base for a week of
training, education, networking, and fun.

T2 hosts several ReConnect
events throughout the year.
These single-day conferences
are held in different locations across North America
and provide networking and
educational opportunities
to those who may have been
unable to attend Connect.

Executive Forum brings
together senior leaders from
T2 customers to make connections, discuss how parking
operations are innovating to
solve challenges, and provide
feedback to T2.

C U STO ME R ADVI SO RY B OA R D
The T2 Customer Advisory Board (CAB) assists us by providing industry information, product
and service input, and feedback from other users, as well as by taking an active role in our annual
Connect Conference. The CAB consists of parking leaders from various markets and sizes with a
wide range of experiences, all of which help ensure that we continue to understand our customers’ perspective and help them succeed.

ABOUT T2 SYSTEMS
T2 Systems was founded in 1994
with one simple goal: make parking better. We immediately established a leadership position in the
parking industry and continue to
pave the way in new technologies
that help you seamlessly manage
parking, mobility, and transportation services.
Today, we provide the most comprehensive solutions available to
process transactions and leverage
data to make informed decisions.
Our unified parking management
platform puts all the tools you
need to be efficient and effective
at your fingertips, with one place
to manage your T2 solutions,
including Permits, Enforcement,
PARCS, Pay Stations, and more.
With a strong track record of
delivering projects that generate
real return for our customers, and
by delivering a quality experience
for parking patrons, T2 continues
to focus on helping our customers
move their operations forward.
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Indianapolis Office (Headquarters)
8900 Keystone Crossing, Suite 700
Indianapolis, IN 46240
317.524.5500

Burnaby Office
4321 Still Creek Drive, Suite 330
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778.375.6000
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